
CONSULTATIONS AND SOURCING
P2P has decades of experience in the event and

marketing industry. Whether you're looking to

engage conference attendees or welcome new

employees to your organization, we can help

come up with the perfect package to send their

way. Already have some items in mind but not

sure where to source them? We can help there

too! We have connections to experts who can

custom brand everything from water bottles to

hoodies to hand sanitizer and more!  

FULFILLMENT SOLUTIONS

THE TOTAL
PACKAGE

1 Consultations/Sourcing

2 Receiving/Storage

3 Quality Control

4 Custom Kitting

5 Labeling

6 Shipping/Tracking

RECEIVING AND STORAGE
Wherever your individual items come from, have

them shipped directly to us and we'll keep them

safe and secure. We can receive product right

before distribution or store things long term to

pull partial quantities as needed. We take the

clutter out of your office and the work off your

desk!



P2P offers fully customizable solutions for putting together your

perfect kit. We will fold, pack, and protect your product exactly

how you request. We also offer resources to make any kit more

aesthetically appealing, so you can make a memorable impression

on it's recipient. 

If you need a printed picture or card inside each package, we can

take care of that as well! Even a packing slip with a custom

message is an extra, personal touch your audience will appreciate. 

SHARE YOUR BRAND MESSAGE

QUALITY CONTROL
Once product comes in, our

team can do a full inspection to

ensure it meets every criteria

you provide. We'll also build you

a sample of your package up

front, so you can approve it

before it ships to the masses. 

KITTING



GLOBAL SHIPPING AND TRACKING
Our roots run deep in shipping, so you can rest assured that your

packages will get where they need to go, when they need to be there.

We have International expertise, which means you can ship to your

entire audience with ease. We'll assist with Commerical Invoices, then

track each shipment to ensure there are no snags along the way. And

we pass through shipping charges at cost! So you always know

exactly what to expect. 

LABELING
Collecting and correctly

formatting addresses for a

large distribution list can be a

daunting task. Let us help!

We'll make sure everything

looks right before printing and

applying custom labels to

each box with care. We keep

all address information

private and secure as well.

LEAVE THE SHIPPING DETAILS TO US!

Looking for a consultation?

Have questions about the program?

Email: fulfillment@p2ptransportation.com 


